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ABSTRACT

1

Security efforts for wildlife monitoring and protection of endangered species (e.g., elephants, rhinos, etc.) are constrained by limited
resources available to law enforcement agencies. Recent progress in
Green Security Games (GSGs) has led to patrol planning algorithms
for strategic allocation of limited patrollers to deter adversaries
in environmental settings. Unfortunately, previous approaches to
these problems suffer from several limitations. Most notably, (i) previous work in GSG literature relies on exploitation of error-prone
machine learning (ML) models of poachers’ behavior trained on
(spatially) biased historical data; and (ii) online learning approaches
for repeated security games (similar to GSGs) do not account for
spatio-temporal scheduling constraints while planning patrols, potentially causing significant shortcomings in the effectiveness of
the planned patrols. Thus, this paper makes the following novel
contributions: (I) We propose MINION-sm, a novel online learning
algorithm for GSGs which does not rely on any prior error-prone
model of attacker behavior, instead, it builds an implicit model of
the attacker on-the-fly while simultaneously generating schedulingconstraint-aware patrols. MINION-sm achieves a sublinear regret
against an optimal hindsight patrol strategy. (II) We also propose
MINION, a hybrid approach where our MINION-sm model and an
ML model (based on historical data) are considered as two patrol
planning experts and we obtain a balance between them based on
their observed empirical performance. (III) We show that our online
learning algorithms significantly outperform existing state-of-theart solvers for GSGs.

Poaching is a serious threat to wildlife conservation around the
world and can lead to the extinction of several important species
and complete destruction of ecosystems [6]. Specifically, as a result
of poaching, tigers are now found in less than 7% of their historical
range, and three out of nine tiger subspecies have already been
driven to extinction [9, 28]. Not only are the effects of poaching
detrimental to animal species, the illegal trade of wildlife also helps
fund armed conflict by extremist groups around the world, and it
has become a 213 billion dollar industry [1].
As a result, efforts have been made by law enforcement agencies
(i.e., park rangers) in many countries to protect endangered animals
from poaching. The most direct and commonly used approach is
conducting foot patrols [23]. However, given the limited human
resources and the vast areas in need of protection, improving the
efficiency of the patrols remains a major challenge [14].
Security games are well known to be effective models of protecting valuable targets against an adversary and have been explored
extensively at AAMAS [3, 17, 20, 24]. Recently, there has been a lot
of progress in the field of Green Security Games (GSGs), which has
led to the development of several algorithms which serve as gametheoretic decision aids to optimize the use of limited human patrol
resources to combat poaching [11, 12, 15, 16, 27]. The basic premise
behind most of this work is that repeated interactions between patrollers and poachers provides the opportunity to gather data which
can be used to learn models of poacher behavior [7]. Thus, most
previous algorithms design patrol routes assuming poachers attack
according to a fixed "learnable" model (which could either have a
functional form [7, 27], or it could be a black-box model [11, 31]).
Most of these algorithms then try to solve a repeated Stackelberg
game, where the patrollers (defenders) conduct randomized patrols
against poachers (attackers) while balancing the priorities of different locations in the park. Unfortunately, this approach suffers from
serious shortcomings, which impedes usability in the real-world.
In particular, the GSG approach can be expected to provide good
results only if the collected historical data is a good representation
of the actual poaching activities that occurred in the past (and those
that will occur in the future), which would allow us to learn an
accurate model for attacker behavior. Unfortunately, in the wildlife
poaching domain, it is extremely difficult to know ahead of time
whether the learned model of attacker behavior is accurate or not
(over the entire protected area). Due to logistical issues, several
patrollers only conduct patrols either close to their sparsely spread
patrol posts, or in areas that are easily accessible by them. This issue
is so prevalent that it has a special name in ecological research: the
silent victim problem [22]. As a result, the poaching data collected
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